
 

Curriculum Data Scientist
UNIT 1

Programming with Python

#Learn how to use Python and its standard libraries
#Build visualizations with Matplotlib and Seaborn
#Use advanced Python features such as lambdas and comprehensions
#Understand how Git and Github fits into your workflow

Estimated Time: 16+ Hours

UNIT 2

Data Wrangling

#Learn to use Pandas to wrangle and clean data
#Learn to work with different file types from text to Excel, CSV and JSON.
#Get an overview of relational and non-relational databases
#Gain SQL skills.

Estimated Time: 44+ Hours

UNIT 3

Practice Data Storytelling

Project
 

You’ll practice the concepts you've learned so far by creating a story out of a dataset. Your mentor will
help structure and evaluate your approach as you explore a dataset and present insightful findings to them.

Estimated Time: 10+ Hours

UNIT 4

Inferential Statistics

#Learn the basics of inferential statistics and parameter estimation
#Use hypothesis testing to determine if a phenomenon is statistically significant
#Learn how correlation and regression can be used to identify useful features
#Know how to build A/B split tests

Estimated Time: 16+ Hours

UNIT 5



Programming with R

# Programming with R
# Advanced R Features
# Using R Data Frames to solve complex tasks
# Use R to handle Excel Files
# Web scraping with R
# Connect R to SQL
# Use ggplot2 for data visualizations
# Use plotly for interactive visualizations
# Machine Learning with R, including:
# Linear Regression
# K Nearest Neighbors
# K Means Clustering
# Decision Trees
# Random Forests
# Data Mining Twitter
# Neural Nets and Deep Learning
# Support Vectore Machines
# and much, much more!

Estimated Time: 60+ Hours

UNIT 6

Advanced Data Visualization

# Build beautiful charts with Matplotlib and Seaborn
# Create interactive Python charts with Bokeh
# Practice interactive data visualizations with D3.js
# Learn how to use Plotly to easily generate data visualizations

UNIT 7

Capstone Project

In this program, you'll complete two Capstone Projects for your portfolio. They will be evaluated by your mentor. 

Working with your mentor, you will get experience with real business problems and datasets.

Estimated Time: 50 Hours

UNIT 8

Career Services

# Get your resume and Linkedin reviewed
# Work with your own personal career coach
# Get a personalized job search strategy
# Learn networking principles that will land you your next job
# Learn how to negotiate your salary

Estimated Time: 35 Hours+

 


